
 
 
Initially conceived from the Shetland tradition of being gifted a wedding shawl so fine that you could 
pull it through your wedding band, this accessory is somewhere between a scarf and a cowl and is 
designed to pull one end through the cylinder at the other side, thereby keeping it round your neck 
on even the most blustery walks! 
 
This wonderfully versatile design can be crocheted in any yarn weight (from lace through to 
worsted) and in any of our yarns and incorporates textured stitches that simulate traditional 
embroidered smocking, field tracks and herringbone patterning that link it back to our agricultural 
heritage. 
 
Skills Used: working flat, lace, easy sewing 
 

Schematic 

 

  



Yarn Requirements 
Worsted Version 
John Arbon Textiles Yarnadelic (Worsted: 
216m/ 236yds per 100g) 3 skeins 

DK Version 
John Arbon Textiles Knit by Numbers (DK: 
250m/ 273yds per 100g) 3 skeins 

Sport Version 
John Arbon Textiles Yarnadelic (Sport; 333m/ 
464yds per 100g) 3 skeins 

4ply Version 
John Arbon Textiles Harvest Hues (4ply; 
400m/ 437yds; per 100g) 3 skeins 

Lace Version 
John Arbon Textiles Appledore (heavy 
laceweight 275m/ 300yds per 50g) 5 skeins 

Hand-spun 
Anything between heavy lace-weight and 
aran/worsted. 

 
You may use any yarn from your own stash (including handspun) as long as it is of the weight 
specified. 
 
If you wish to knit using our yarns, then we will offer a 15% discount for our test knitters. 
 
 

Sizes 
One size 
 
Please let us know which weight of yarn you would make when you submit your request to 
join the test.  
 
 

Finished Measurements 

 
 
Above grammage does not include a gauge swatch, but does have an additional 10% factored in.  
 
For each yarn weight, there is enough yarn for crocheters to make the scarf and the gauge swatch 
within the skein totals given under ‘Yarn’. 
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Gauge 

 
 
 

Hooks & Notions 
See first table for hook sizes 
2 stitch markers 
Tapestry needle 
Blocking equipment 
 


